The best part of the mentor program was being able to talk with someone who is completely impartial. The fact that they [mentor and fellow mentee] were unfamiliar with my department was the best aspect. It helped me gain perspective and learn about ‘how things are done’ at Villanova.”
-- Newly-Appointed Faculty, Spring 2019

**VITAL Faculty Mentor Program: Suggestions, Recommendations**

Welcome and thank you for serving as a university-wide VITAL Faculty Mentor and investing in colleagues’ socialization to our institution, the academic profession, and Villanova’s Augustinian heritage! We look forward to working with you and the mentees and supporting you in this important role. The following suggestions, grounded in feedback from the past programs, are intended to offer guidelines and possible activities. Mentoring can be envisioned as a way to pass on what we know and what we have experienced and, at the same time, learn from our mentee’s diverse perspectives and life experiences; i.e., we grow together in knowledge and experience, become enriched by sharing our stories.

**What is the role of a VITAL Faculty Mentor?** You offer collegial mentoring support by providing guidance, feedback, information and/or outline opportunities to colleagues to help them acculturate to our campus and their teaching role, familiarize them with the Augustinian tradition, aid their professional instructional development, and familiarize them with Villanova and its surrounding region. You serve as a sounding board, navigator of institutional culture, resource, and supportive/responsive colleague. Please consider the faculty experience at large; i.e., talk about issues that all faculty have in common not issues that are department- and/or College-specific, such as rank and tenure and/or promotion process.

You will be paired with two colleagues outside of your department to support confidential, non-evaluative interactions. Following the initial meeting during the 2021 New Faculty Program (8/17), you will meet with your mentees a minimum of two times during both fall and spring semesters, participate in fall dinner (date TBD) and spring breakfast social, and meet virtually with fellow mentors for reflection once per semester. At the beginning of the semester, you will receive two vouchers to Villanova Dining Services for you and your mentees.

**Suggestions / recommendations:**

- **Regular group get-togethers are key:** Schedule group meeting dates/time in advance/at the beginning of the semester as we tend to get very busy during the semester. VITAL will send you vouchers for lunch; use them to visit different dining locations on campus, explore the different cuisine that is offered (e.g., tasty food options in St. Mary’s cafeteria) over interesting conversation. Meeting as a group has been perceived as most helpful and enjoyable as participants get exposed to different experiences and perspectives and learn from each other. We advise you limit one-on-one meetings with mentees to personal issues and/or ongoing schedule conflicts.

- **View the time to get-together as a time for all of you to “stop” from your busy lives, to be present to and with each other.**

- **View mentoring as a reciprocal relationship:** encourage your mentees to reach out to you and each other and to suggest dates/times/places to get together.
Ideas for lending mentoring support / connecting the mentees with the university community:

As you think back on your first year(s) at Villanova, who and/or what helped you acclimate to this institutional context, you will recall different experiences, opportunities that may not be represented on this list – please do not feel constrained by this list but rather liberated.

- Invite mentees to join you for campus events that you are involved in or that you like to attend, e.g., St. Thomas of Villanova celebration, Special Olympics, Faith and Learning Lunches, watching a student’s sport event, Villanova theatre performance.
- Go to Faculty Fridays together (first Friday of the month, President’s Lounge, Dougherty Hall).
- Open your class to your mentees, invite them to observe one of your classes and offer to observe one of their classes as a colleague and discuss your observations.
- Discuss academic career choice: Hopes, trepidations, successes, joys.
- The mentor-mentee relationship is symbiotic: You may inquire what new technologies the colleague uses in her teaching, to what extent she may use social media in communicating with her students, or how he might be thinking about the students’ use of laptop in class.
- Inform your mentees of on-campus professional development opportunities and invite them to join you; e.g., programs offered by the NSF Advance grant to support inclusiveness and build leaders, programs focused on entrepreneurship at the ICE Center, VITAL Food for Thought discussions.
- Connect the mentees with colleagues, offices, as appropriate; e.g., Writing Center offerings to work on articles for publication, develop a grant proposal.
- Share your experiences regarding living in the greater Philadelphia area, schools, shopping, housing, arts, travel, recreation, your favorite supermarket, your favorite restaurant.
- Please refrain from sharing specific information on promotion, tenure as the process differs by department and/or College.

We are committed to supporting you and your mentees; please reach out, as you find helpful: gabriele.bauer@villanova.edu or 610-519-5628. We will reach out to you to offer the opportunity to meet virtually via Zoom or in-person for ongoing support.

A heartfelt Thank You for all you do in support of our newly appointed colleagues!

Developed by Gabriele Bauer, VITAL based on the following resources:


